The aim of the paper is to simplify the description of quantum entanglement of multidimensional biometric data and data of another nature. We use a correlation symmetrization procedure based on conservation of quantum superposition entropy codes, supported on the outputs of neural networks converter of biometric data. We give a nomogram of parameter connection having the same correlation with the output entropy for codes with the length 2, 4, 8, 256 bits and the formula to convert the coordinate system, simplifying connection of entropy and quantum entanglement value of multidimensional data. We claim that synthesis of correct analytical models having high dimensions connecting quantum entanglement and quantum superposition is possible only for symmetrical mathematical constructions. Obtaining asymmetrical correct data is possible only by processing real biometric images of another nature.
Technology of Biometric Person Authentication Based on the Use of Large Artificial Neural Networks
Nowadays informatization of modern society is actively. People have to remember many passwords to their personal accounts. Meanwhile used passwords are short, because people are unable to remember long random digital sequences. The converters of biometrics into code allow to solve the problem of remembering long passwords. USA, Canada and the countries of the European Union use the so-called "fuzzy extractors" [1, 2, 3] . Russia [4] and Kasahstan [5] use neural network converters of type "biometric -access code".
Note that information security of citizens is very sensitive field of service. Therefore, a set of standards providing the possibility to certify corresponding hardware and software products, is created in Russia. In particular, the Standard SARS R 52633.5 [6] , regulating the training of large artificial neural networks, is created.
If we use the standard SARS R 52633.5 [6] , then we obtain large network of artificial neurons with a large number of inputs and outputs. An example of such network is given in Figure 1 , where one of neurons from the network with 32 inputs and two tables is shown. The table of connections between the inputs of k-th neuron and inputs of neuron networks as a whole is shown in the left part of the figure. According to the standard, this table contains random addresses, obtained from software generator of pseudo-random numbers. The second table contains weight coefficients of neuron, obtained as a result of its training on several examples of the image "Friend" Fig. 1 . Standard scheme of structure of neural networks converter having type "biometric -code"
Note that neural networks converter having type "biometric -code" behaves quite differently for the image "Friend" and the images "Foes". If the inputs are the data of the image "Friend" examples, then neural network converter reduces all instabilities of the image to the point of unique cryptographic key "Ā". The entropy of the original continuous data of the biometric vector parameters is reduced to almost zero of entropy of the output code "Friend"
If vectorξ of biometric parameters of the image "Foe" examples is an input of the neural network converter having type "biometric-code", then their neural entropy increases:
For the data of the image "Foe", the neural network converter having type "biometriccode" performs a hash (blending, mixing) function of the data.
During training a neural network by the standard algorithm according to SARS R 52633.5 [6] such that all images have type "Foe the states having i-th bit of the output code "x i " are equiprobable:
In addition, the bits of output codes for a single biometric image having type "Foe" and for different biometric images having type "Foe" are significantly correlated (dependent, entangled):
Theoretically, for each state of 256-bite output code, the probability of its appearance is possible to find. As a result, a very long quantum superposition of spectrum of neural network output states can be built [7] :
The length of quantum superposition is huge (N=2 256 ), however, practically all of its components are low-probability, i.e. √ P i ≈ 0.000001 and less, with the exception of components close to the code "Friend" ("Ā") and its inversion ("¬Ā").
Quantum superposition (5) is of interest mainly for theoretical purposes rather than for practice. This method of problem formalization is less suitable for practice, however it is important for theory, because the method allows to bridge the gap between neural network operations over images and quantum computers.
Problem of Statistical Description of High Dimensional Entanglement of Biometric Data
It should be emphasized that the simplest case is the situation when the output code bits are independent |r("x i ", "x j ")| = 0.0., and their states are equiprobable (3) . In this case, the coefficients of all quantum superposition members (5) are the same:
where n is a number of qubit, corresponding to the quantum superposition, or a number of output neurons of biometric-code converter, performed according to scheme of Figure 1 .
If we try to build the quantum superposition for real data having a real correlation matrix [R], then the coefficients of quantum superposition ordered by the values of codes within the Dirak brackets |0011....01⟩ have unpredictable (random) nature.
In order to avoid the chaos of random values of quantum superposition weight coefficients, we order the coefficients according to the power. In this case, we always obtain monotonously decreasing functions. Figure 2 shows examples of such functions. The number of quantum superposition components taken into account depends on how large are correlation matrix modules lying out of the matrix diagonal. Formally, mathematical expectations of the correlation coefficients modules can be compared with each over even without taking into account coefficients 1 on diagonals of the correlation matrices. For correlation matrices with a large average of modules of its elements (|r 1 |) > (|r 2 |), we should take into account more number of significant components of the quantum superposition.
On the whole, the proposed approach to calculate all elements of quantum superposition and to order the elements by their power is not constructive. For correlation matrix [R] 20 with 20 × 20 elements we should calculate 1 048 576 components of quantum superposition, which takes around 40 minutes of computer time when using the usual today computer. Calculation of the quantum superposition with the length of 256 qubit for real biometric data is technically impossible for the reasonable time interval.
However, for us, fundamentally important is the following. Based on the metric for average value of correlation coefficients modules, we can forecast the desired number of the quantum superposition components that gives statistical description of the research object with some reliability.
Symmetrization of Problem about Multidimensional Statistical
Description of Neural Network Converter Having Type "Biometric-code".
It is known that symmetrization of multidimensional problems about identification of nonlinear dynamic objects is a very effective method to reduce computational complexity [9, 10] . This statement has a rigorous proof with regard to identification procedures, based on the description of the object using the Volterra series [11, 12, 13] .
Let us apply the method of calculation symmetrization to correlation matrices of real biometric data. In general, for a given matrix of correlation coefficients having general type, to reproduce the data by simulation modeling is rather difficult [14] . Therefore, the correlation matrix of real data should be replaced by a symmetric correlation matrix which is equivalent to it [9, 15] .
Let us use m-generators of pseudorandom data and obtain the vector of independent statesξ by the generators. Then, these data can be entangle by multiplying this vector by the symmetric matrix: If all the entanglement matrix elements, that are outside the matrix diagonal, are the same, then all the elements of the correlation matrix of the output data are also the same. If all the entanglement matrix elements a = 0.0, then the correlation matrix elements are also zero, r = 0.0. In case when a = 1, the value of the coefficients with equal correlation is r = 0.5.
Usually, for biometric data, the average value of the correlation coefficients modules is less than 0.5. That is, by changing the entanglement parameter from 0 to 1, we always can obtain the desired value of the average module of correlation coefficient for the real data.
Next, entanglement continuum data with desired correlation connections should be compared with the predetermined quantization threshold. Therefore, we obtain a digitized flow of codes with dependent bits. Block diagram for the generator of flow of random codes with dependent (correlated or entangled) bits is shown in Figure 3 . The multidimensional generator constructed according to the block diagram in Figure  3 allows to set the desired ratio of probabilities that states "0"and "1"take place. To this end, the position of the quantization threshold for each output bit is changed. Therefore, we have technical possibility to simulate long random codes with dependent (entangled) bits. As a result, we can create a sufficient amount of codes with predetermined statistical characteristics and compute their entropy.
Connection Between the Entropies of Long Dependent Codes and a Coefficient Having Correlation Equal to Their Bits
Let the dimension of the entanglement matrices be 2, 4, 8. . . 128, 256. Then, it is obvious that we obtain codes of different lengths with dependent bits. After calculating the corresponding entropy, we obtain a nomogram of functions of connection between the entropies and either the parameter of equal correlation -r or the average module of coefficients correlation -E(|r|). Therefore, we obtain rather complicated system of functions [4] , the low-order functions are given in Figure 4 . Figure 4 shows that variation range of entropy increases, when the dimension growth increases. This clear and almost linear effect is of no particular interest. Much more interesting are the derivatives of these processes, which are convenient to observe in the system of the following correlation functionals:
After such transformations, we obtain nomogram of functions given in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows that correlation functionals form two groups of straight lines. The lower group is formed by straight lines passing through the point {0,0}. The upper group is formed by straight lines passing through the point {1,1}. One of the lines belongs to both groups and corresponds n=16.
As a result, we obtain rather simple way to describe multidimensional quantum entanglement from 2 to 256 bits of the quantum superposition code for output states of artificial neural network. If we try to describe the bits entanglement (correlation of bits) using asymmetric correlation matrix, then we face an ill-posed problem of enormous computational complexity. Considered symmetrization of the correlation matrix simultaneously reduces the dimension of computing and makes them sustainable.
Nomogram in Figure 5 is constructed for the neural network converters of biometric data into code. The neural networks are trained by the standard algorithm [6] and therefore have equal probability values of states "0" and "1" for all bits (3). In general case, this condition can be changed by setting different thresholds for quantization of data in the scheme of synthesis of equally correlated data ( Figure 3 ). All thresholds can be moved so as the condition of equal asymmetry of bits is hold.
This leads to deformation of the histogram in Figure 5 . However, the new histogram still has a clearly expressed structure, formed by two groups of straight lines, passing through two different points collecting straight lines.
Conclusion
In this paper, we tried to show that the description of quantum entanglement and the corresponding quantum superposition is a technically difficult problem. However, this problem becomes almost one-dimensional and its calculations become technically feasible, if the correlation connections are symmetrized by replacing arbitrary correlation data with equivalent data with symmetric correlation matrix.
This method was already successfully tested on calculations of the predicted probabilities for errors of the first and the second kind for neural network converters of biometric code. However, symmetrization of the data is a tool with much greater opportunities.
In order to program a quantum computer to solve a particular problem, we need to take reliable baseline data (e.g., biometrics data) such that both the quantum superposition and the quantum entanglement, which are typical for the problem, are already included in the data. To this end, we need at least to train the neural network converter having type "biometric-code" and to use the converter to support both quantum superposition and quantum entanglement (7) .
The second way for correct connection of the observed quantum superposition and quantum entanglement is a symmetrization of the correlation connections. The symmetrization of correlation connections and similar quantization of data (9) Целью работы является упрощение описания квантовой сцепленности многомер-ных биометрических данных и данных иной природы. Материалы и методы. Использу-ется процедура симметризации корреляционных связей, построенная исходя из усло-вия сохранения энтропии кодов квантовой суперпозиции, поддерживаемой на выхо-дах нейросетевого преобразователя биометрических данных. Результаты. Дана номо-грамма связи параметра равной коррелированности с выходной энтропией длякодов длинной 2, 4, 8,. . . ., 256 бит. Приведена формула преобразования системы коорди-нат, упрощающая связь энтропии и показателя квантовой сцепленности многомерных данных. Выводы. Утверждается, что синтез корректных аналитических моделей высо-ких размерностей связывающих квантовую сцепленность и квантовую суперпозицию возможен только для симметричных математических конструкций. Получить асим-метричные корректные данные можно только обработкой реальных биометрических образов или образов иной природы.
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